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Perhaps most importantly, your friends can now see what you are doing and offering at all times, and easily interact with you.
{#s0001} A new way to share content with friends is to use a custom or third-party app, and access it through your Android or iOS

phone or tablet. Over the past year, an app market for Android has grown from hundreds of apps in 2015 to over 1,200 apps in
January 2017, representing an app market for growth that is unmatched by other platforms (Google Trends). Apps are designed to

offer unique functionality and/or help people do things. Some apps are designed to offer safety and security, others to facilitate
connectivity, and others are designed to encourage people to share content with their friends. These are just a few examples of the
broad range of apps that currently exist in the app store. {#s0002} In this paper, we will explore how to make app-based sharing,
which has grown over the past few years, an efficient and easy experience for our friends. In the process, we will also get a better
understanding of the other app-based sharing options available to you, and how they can help or hurt you in a professional setting.

App-based sharing can make your job easier by making your professional updates and connections more accessible to your friends,
and can make your life better by keeping you connected with your friends and followers. {#s0003} Why use an app for this? Why not

just send the text or photo directly to your friend? There are several reasons for this, but perhaps the biggest issue is that it makes it
harder to see updates or photos. It also can take more time to do the texting or sharing than using a third-party app. For example, if

you want to send a message or photo to your friend through an app, you must first:**Go to an app** If your friend is using Instagram,
Facebook, Tumblr, or another app, he or she is already using the app to view or share updates. We can find them by just going to the
main app or desktop website of the app**Install the app** The app must be on your device for you to view updates and photos from

it**Connect to the app** If you've recently switched to using an app for your updates, we may have to add the app on your
device**Share to the app** To share content from your app, you must first share the content to your
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